MORE ENGLISH GROUPS TO BE HERE THIS MONTH

FIVE CENTS

KRLA BEAT

SIX GROUPS COMING HERE

K*RLA*N*D — It looks as though January is going to prove to be just as groovy a month as last November, as far as the group scene goes! The Kinks are scheduled to arrive in town during the first or second week in January, and they'll open the year with a possible appearance at Shindig. These four great guys are fast becoming one of the top R & B groups in the world, second only to the Rolling Stones. Their latest record, "All Day And All of the Night" is high on KRLA's rurder, and going higher, by the looks of things!

DAVE'S GROUP TOO!

Dave Hull's own English group, the Hullabaloo, will do their Solivan show in late December, and may also decide to come to the Shindig and visit KRLA* N*D too! When they first heard about Dave 'adopting' them, they said they didn't want to leave America without at least meeting him! This group went way out for a gimmick... they all dyed their hair blonde (?) and let it grow down to their shoulders! But when you see them in person, you'll think it's a god! They're the only group in the world managed by an honest to goodness titled nobleman!

The Animals will be out here on January 24th for their Shindig show. There's five in this group (as if you didn't know!) and they're the ones who dig blue jeans. In fact, they even had tailored blue jeans made for their performances!

D.C. FIVE MOVIE

About the biggest news, and the news everyone is waiting for is the scheduled Dave Clarke Five movie, which would keep the group here for at least three months. Look for the story about this elsewhere in this issue. Other

KRLA TOP THIRTY

1. I FEEL FINE/SHE'S A WOMAN...The Beatles
2. LOST THAT LOVIN' FEELIN'...Righteous Bros.
3. MR. LONELY...Bobby Vinton
4. COME SEE ABOUT ME...The Supremes
5. I'M INTO SOMETHING GOOD...Herman's Hermits
6. WALK AWAY...Matt Monroe
7. THE JERK...The Lords
8. WALKING IN THE RAIN...The Ronettes
9. BABY LOVE...The Supremes
10. MOUNTAIN OF LOVE...Johnny Rivers
11. IF YOU WANT THIS LOVE...Sandy Knight
12. GOING OUT OF MY HEAD...Anthony & Imperials
13. LEADER OF THE PACK...The Shangri-Las
14. BABY DON'T...Sandy & Cher
15. OPPORTUNITY...The Jewels
16. SHE'S NOT THERE...The Zombies
17. TIME IS ON MY SIDE...Rolling Stones
18. WILLOW WEEP FOR ME...Chad & Jeremy
19. DANCE DANCE DANCE...Beach Boys
20. SIDEWALK SURFING...Jan & Dean
21. UNLESS YOU CARE...Terry Black
22. RIGHT OR WRONG...Rennie & Roni
23. AS TEARS GO BY...Marie Osmond
24. COME A LITTLE CLOSER...Jay & The Americans
25. LEADER OF THE LAUNDRY...The Detergents
26. THAT'S WHAT LOVE IS MADE OF...The Miracles
27. THOU SHALT NOT STEAL...Dick & Dee Dee
28. NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK...The Vee-Jays
29. ANYWAY YOU WANT IT...Dave Clark Five
30. LAST KISS...J. Frank Wilson

TOP TEN ALBUMS

1. 12 X 5...ROLLING STONES
2. WALK DON'T RUN VOL. 2...BEACH BOYS
3. ALL ASIDE ABOUT THE BARGES...GERRY & PACIFIC
4. COAST TO COAST...DAVE CLARK FIVE
5. WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO...SUPREMES
6. HARD DAYS NIGHT...BEATLES
7. MORE KINGSTON TRIO...KINGSTON TRIO
8. RIDE THE WILD SURF...JAN & DEAN
9. IN CONCERT...Peter Paul & Mary

TOP TEN OLDIES

1. Hurt...Timmy Yuro
2. Twist And Shout...The Beatles
3. Tragedy...The Four Tops
4. Hot Patootie...Napoleon
5. Hold Your Hand...The Hollies
6. Beep Beep...The Dave Clark Five
7. April Love...Bees
8. Runnin' Scared...The Spaniels
9. There's A Moon Out Tonight...The Capris
10. Stay...Monterey Williams

TOP TEN UP AND COMERS

1. Little Rooster...Rolling Stones
2. I'll Be There...Gerry & Pacemakers
3. Boom Boom...The Animals
4. All Day & All Night...The Kinks
5. Wild Side of Life...Tommy Quickly
6. Give Him A Big Kiss...Shangri-Las
7. Downtown...Petula Clark
8. Show Me Girl...Herman's Hermits
9. Look of Love...Lesley Gore
10. Name Game...Shirley Ellis

HOLLYWOOD — It has been reported to the KRLA BEAT that the Dave Clarke Five will be returning to KRLA* N*D shortly to film their movie, "The Dave Clark Story." When the group went back to England last month, they said that if everything went well, they would be back January 18th to begin filming. If things have gone well, and they do make the film here, some lucky KRLAers are going to have the time of their lives! Why? Because Dave said before he left that instead of using Hollywood extras to play fans in the film, he would rather use typi-
Ever since the KRLA BEAT started, you have been able to see some of the grooviest pictures in the world of all the top names in the record world, along with real behind the scenes pictures of KRLA's djs. These pictures have been taken exclusively for the BEAT, and you will never see them anywhere else. Which leads to a problem! So many of you have requested more pictures of the Beatles, the Dave Clark Five, The Stones, and all the other groups, that we've decided to print highlights from all past issues.
So here is the best of the BEAT!

A few issues later, you all get a 'backstage look' at KRLA. Record stars drop in all the time to say hello to their favorite station, and a day at KRLA is enough to make any fan happy!

The d.j. meeting! Our d.j.s meet once a week to discuss the programming policy and make suggestions. Everyone helps to make KRLA number one and keep it there... even you!

The newest addition to KRLA! Gary Mark, our 'meet 'em' talks to Rob. Gary loves meeting the English groups, and is greeted at the airport by KRLA!

A few days later, the TAMI Show started filming. 5000 lucky KRLA fans get free tickets to the show, courtesy of KRLA. And what a show it was! Every star you can think of was there in person!

With the Rolling Stones, Beach Boys, Billy J. and the Pacemakers, James Brown, Jan & Dean, Chuck Berry, and even more, it's no wonder that even bonzolent Bobby Dole showed up!

Even the other acts came out to see the boys! Dick & DeeDee, who were in the show, are also good friends with all of them. Jimmy Clanton, The Sports, The Vibrations, and the Soul Brothers were there too!

Well, man! This issue seemed to be everyone's all time favorite, except of course, for the Beatles solo! The Stones will pay a surprise visit to KRLA! towards the end of January.

Before you could turn around, it was Dave Clark Five! There to cover the show for you (of course) No wonder look at the headline! The show was fab!
THE BEST OF THE BEAT

The press conference at the Cinnamon Cinder gave many of you a chance to see the boys close up. Of all the places they stayed at in this country, they liked KRLA's Bob the best!

How many did they cry at that final bow? All too soon, the greatest group in the world left our town, but we really didn't feel too bad. After all, they said they would be back!

October and November were the greatest months of the year! First, Rob brought in the Billy J. Kramer, Gerry and the Pacemakers show, and kicked off the start of the group invasion!

In the next issue, you were there as Gary Mack made his first trip to the airport to meet the Rolling Stones. It was the first time a lot of you "met" them too, and you all really dug them!

Before you could turn around, it was Dave Clark Five time, and the BEAT was there to cover the show for you (of course)! No wonder they liked that issue! Look at the headlines! The show was fab!

A few weeks later, Brian Epstein introduced Tommy Quickly to America! Of course, he picked L.A. for his first stop... wonder why? Could KRLA have had anything to do with it? You bet! We're Brian's favorite!
The Beat

How many of you cried at that final bow? All too soon, the greatest group in the world left our town, but we really didn't feel too bad. After all, they said they would be back!

October and November were the greatest months of the year! First, Rob brought in the Billy J. Kramer, Gerry and the Pacemakers show, and kicked off the start of the group invasion!

In the next issue, you were there as Gary Nuck made his first trip to the airport to meet the Rolling Stones. It was the first time a lot of you "met" them, too, and you all really dug them!

A few weeks later, Brian Epstein introduced Tommy Quickly to America. Of course, he picked L.A. for his first stop... wonder why? Could KRLA have had anything to do with it? You bet! We're Brian's favorite!

Who could ever forget Gerry & the Pacemakers? The way he kept winking at everyone in the audience made friends of everyone there! The show was a real gas, and set the 'stage' for other gear shows!

How many of you were lucky enough to see this in person? Remember when Dave, Bob, and Charlie came out to introduce the Stones at their show? Anyone who wasn't a Stone fan then was after the show!

Suddenly, Manfred Mann came in, closely followed by Herman & the Hermits and Peter and Gordon. It's beginning to look as though K-R-L-A is the headquarters for all the groups!
Thanks for all those groovy letters so many of you have been writing to the KRLA BEAT. We love hearing from you, and reading every letter we get! Remember to address all mail to the new KRLA BEAT mailing address at P.O. Box 702-M, Pasadena, California. And don't forget that you can now order the KRLA BEAT by mail! Just enclose five cents and a self-addressed stamped envelope, and your copy of the BEAT will be sent right out! If you want a back issue, we have those too! Back issues are ten cents, plus a self addressed stamped envelope.

**BEATLE BITS**

**by Dick Moroland**

It's time for those Beatle bits again! George has lost so much weight that his doctors are putting him on a special diet! The poor boy only weighs 115 pounds! Don't worry, George, that's the same number of pounds carried by Miss America! "I Feel Fine / She's A Woman" (you can't say just one title, since both are number one!) sold three quarters of a million records before it was ever released! I'll bet it took all of two days to become a million seller! John and Paul are very serious about writing a Broadway-type musical! The two are even writing plot outlines! They won't quit the Beatles if they become successful playwrights, but as John said, "It's always nice to be well rewarded!"

John's new book, tentatively titled "A Spaniard in the Work" will be out in February or March. They're saying it's even better than John's first one!

Yes, it's true that Ringo was evicted from his apartment! But for a very funny reason! His fans wanted to wish him good luck before he went into the hospital, and they all congregated outside Ringo's apartment to do it! The noise was so great that the apartment manager politely asked the Beatles to move.

That catches you up on the latest... I'll be back in two weeks with more Beatle Bits!

D.C. Five...

by Casey Kasem

Hi! The Kasem is here to let you in on some more little known facts about well known people!

Did you know that Del Shannon got his start while he was in the Army? He played guitar in an Army protection unit?

The Ronettes were discovered at a famous Peppermint Lounge in New York! Ronnie Petreney started in the Music Business as a songwriter! He wrote a song that had too many high notes in for most singers, recorded it, and was on his way!

The Righteous Brothers started out as two single performers, and one night got up to sing a song together. You know the rest!

Martha and the Vandellas got their start from Marvin Gaye! They did the background music on one of his sessions, and Marvin liked them so much that he helped them get signed to a recording contract!

That's it for this week! I'll be out 'Quaing' some facts for you and see you in two weeks!

Don't forget to send in your vote for your favorite group! The votes are pouring in, and the top group will get the KRLA BEAT AWARD! Our d.j.'s selected the top five groups, but your vote will decide the winner!

The five stars that the d.j.'s have selected this year are:

| The Beatles | The Rolling Stones | The D.C. | The Beach Boys | The Four Seasons |

Vote for the one you think is the top group in KRLA's hearts! Maybe YOUR vote will decide who gets the award! (Use the box below)

I think the top group, the group that deserves the KRLA BEAT AWARD, are the

My name is ____________________________

and I am ______________________ years old.

---

CONTEST CORNER!

**WIN A DINNER FROM A D.J.**

What kind of dates do you like? No, we don't mean those ones you buy in the store all wrapped in yellow cellophane! Dates... like BOYS! Any kind? Well, that settles it then. This contest is just for you! How would you like to have nine groovy boys... er, men waiting for you to choose one of them for your date? How would you like to have that much of a choice! Well, they are and you can! What we mean is, there are nine d.j.s on KRLA, right? So that's nine to choose from! That's right, the choice is yours!

AND YOU AND YOUR "CHOICE" WILL HAVE AN EVENING YOU'LL NEVER FORGET! FIRST, HE'LL PICK YOU UP AT YOUR HOME, AND THE KRLA BEAT WILL BE RIGHT THERE TO CATCH EVERY WONDERFUL SECOND! THEN YOU'LL BE TAKEN TO A REALLY GROOVY RESTAURANT, AND HAVE THE MOST FABULOUS DINNER YOU'VE EVER HAD WITH THE D.J. THAT YOU HAVE CHOSUN!

HERE'S HOW THIS DREAM DATE CAN BE YOURS:

1. There are nine d.j.s on KRLA. In case you've been sleeping for the past ten years, we'll name them: Bob Hudson, Gary Mack, Charlie 'O', Casey Kasem, Dick Moreland, Rob Foster, Bob Eubanks, Dave Hull, and Bobby Dale). Take your choice!

2. After you've chosen your favorite d.j., tell us why he's your favorite in 25 words or less (use any old piece of paper for this).

3. Fill out the entry blank below, enclose it with your 25 words or less and mail it to us at P.O. Box 702-M, Pasadena, California. (How do you expect to win if you don't mail in the entry?)

4. Each d.j. will read his entries and pick the best one. The final nine entries will be tossed into a box, shaken up, and one will be drawn by one of the newsmen. That one will be the winner!

START SENDING IN YOUR ENTRIES NOW!

---

**ENTRY BLANK**

NAME: ________________________________ AGE: ______

ADDRESS: __________________________________________

PHONE NUMBER: ________________________________

FAVORITE D.J. ________________________________